
Schaerer 
Coffee Skye
Bean to Cup Coffee Machine

Specification Sheet

This stunningly stylish bean to cup coffee machine truly 

stands out from the crowd, giving you the ability to serve 

fresh ground coffee, combined with perfectly foamed milk, 

to create a drinking experience that’s second to none. With 

a daily output of up to 180 cups, the Schaerer Coffee Skye 

is the perfect machine for locations such as medium-sized 

businesses, offices and many more. 



PURE FOAM 
Choose between hot or cold milk 

and customise your milk foam type 

with the Pure Foam pumped milk 

system. Enjoy creamy, fine-pored 

milk foam that’s warmed to 

absolute perfection. 

FUNCTIONAL ILLUMINATION  
The colour-coded functional lights 

found on the sides of the central 

outlets will indicate whether the 

machine is ready to use, requires 

refilling/cleaning, or if there is 

an error.

3 INTEGRATED OPERATION MODES  
The easy-to-use 8-inch touch screen 

display features three different 

operational modes depending on the 

user - Guest, Frequent User, and Staff. 

    

TWIN TOPPING CONTAINER 
With an optional twin topping 

container, you can broaden your 

beverage offering by filling your 

Skye with different powders, such 

as Hot Chocolate and Chai Latte.

Schaerer 
Coffee Skye

The Schaerer Coffee Skye will completely transform 
the break area in your workplace. The compact 
and sleek design sits perfectly on any countertop, 
without sacrificing high performance or quality. Easy 
to use for staff and visitors, with 3 operation modes, 
your coffee breaks will never be the same. 

Schaerer Skye

Functional 
illuminationHot water 

outlet

Dual grinders

Coffee grounds drawer

Twin powder 
hopper

Left or right 
mounted fridge

Twin bean hoppers

8” video 
enabled 
touch screen

MACHINE FEATURES

Optional features

Standard features

The creamy milk foam is fine-pored with a 60% foam 
content, creating soft peaks that produce barista-style 
cappuccino and latte.”

“

Single powder 
hopper

Lockable containers

Steam wand

Uptime de-scaling 
system

Mains water 
supply

Monitored 
drip tray

Touchless ordering 
via app

3x operation modes: 
guest, frequent 

user & staff

Pure Foam 
milk system



Technical Information
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Product ID SCHRCSKYE  

Cups per Day Up to 180

Drink Configurations Over 100

Standard Drinks 
Configuration 

White coffee, Americano, Latte, Cappuccino, 
Flat white, Espresso, Hot Chocolate, Mocha, 
Choco Milk, Hot Water, Macchiato, Cortado, 
Hot Milk Shot, Hot Water Shot

Milk Fresh milk Pure Foam system

Coffee Bean Capacity 2x 750g

Energy 2x 13amp AC plug sockets

Water Mains fed water supply, mains waste

Get in Touch

liquidline.co.uk
sales@liquidline.co.uk
0800 849 9110

liquidline.ie
sales@liquidline.ie
01 963 0314

Nayax Contactless 
Payment System 
NAYAXCR-TB

Undercounter Milk Fridge 
SCHRCSKUCF

Cup Warmer 
SCHRCSCWN
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